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Abstract
Cognitive cars are acting in a highly dynamic, complex and continuous world.
Thus, decision making for cognitive cars is a difficult task and many occurring
problems are remaining unsolved by traditional approaches.
In order to solve these problems, this work evaluates the chances of Continuous-
State Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) for decision
making in cognitive cars and gives an overview on two different representations
for the continuous world.
POMDPs have recently had an increasing impact on decision making systems in
the field of service robotics. But in contrast to autonomous cars, most of the
service robot related problems solved by (discrete) POMDP-based planning are
comparably simple and are situated in a static environment.
Solving car-related POMDP-problems optimally is considered computationally
intractable. Thus, new possibilities to reduce computational complexity for de-
cision making problems for autonomous cars and all other comparably complex
problems are needed in order to evaluate the possibilities of POMDPs for decision
making in cognitive cars.
In order to solve the problem of computational complexity, the POMDP-based
planner is in the presented approach combined with an adaptive, problem spe-
cific discretization of the state space, splitting the state space based on value
information.
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German Abstract
Traditionelle Lösungsansätze zur Planung bei kognitiven Fahrzeugen vernachläs-
sigen viele Probleme und sind häufig auf spezielle Situationen zugeschnitten. Die
Modellierung als Partially Observable Markov Decision Processe (POMDPs) bie-
tet für viele dieser Probleme eine adäquate Lösung.
Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht die Vor- und Nachteile von POMDPs mit kon-
tinuierlichen Zustands- aber diskreten Aktionsräumen und evaluiert deren Nütz-
lichkeit für den Bereich der Planungssysteme in kognitiven Automobilen.
Während POMDPs im Bereich der Servicerobotik bereits seit einiger Zeit einge-
setzt werden und auch schon in mehreren Forschungsprojekten ihre Vorteile für
diesen Bereich aufzeigen konnten, steht ihnen im Bereich der kognitiven Fahrzeuge
jedoch derzeit noch ihre Komplexität für umfangreiche Probleme im Weg. Im Ge-
gensatz zu Servicerobotern arbeiten autonome Fahrzeuge typischerweise in einer
hochgradig dynamischen und komplexen Umwelt. Die Berechnung von POMDPs
auf Zustandsräumen, welche diese vollständig abbilden, ist entsprechend komplex
und lediglich mit approximativen Methoden realisierbar.
Um dieses Problem der Komplexität zu lösen, arbeitet das hier vorgestellte Sys-
tem mit einer dynamisch anpassbaren, problemspezifischen Diskretisierung des
Zustandsraumes. Dieser wird basierend auf gebackupten Values in Zustandsregio-
nen aufgeteilt.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Modern car development is all about safety and security. According to the Ger-
man Federal Statistical Office ([Fed10]) about 2.3 million traffic accidents hap-
pened on German streets in 2009 with a total of about 400 thousand victims of
which 4152 were deathly injured. Although, probably due to the improvement of
passive safety systems (i.e. airbags, seat belts etc.), the number of victims has
continuously been decreasing since the early 1970s, the overall number of traffic
accidents (not only including car accidents) has basically stayed constant over the
last decades.
Thus, in order to improve road safety, many research facilities and car manu-
facturers all over the world are currently developing active safety systems such
as (advanced) driver assist systems ((A)DASs, e.g. break assist systems, lane
change assist systems, adaptive cruise control, collision avoidance systems and
many more). Moreover a huge amount of basic research is done on the topic
of autonomous or cognitive cars, intending to minimize the influence of human
drivers.
Some of those projects aim to combine existing DASs in order to reach a higher
degree of automation and take the driver out-of-loop for some time (resulting for
example in automated highway pilots) while other research-projects are working
on the long-time goal: intelligent and completely autonomous cars.
Although increasing safety is the most important goal, the topic of autonomous
vehicles is not only a question of safety improvements but of many other goals.
Such as an improved infrastructure capacity utilization because autonomous cars
have a shorter reaction time and can thus hold a shorter safety distance than
human drivers. It is of course as well a matter of environment protection, an au-
tonomous car can reduce emissions by applying a more anticipatory and energy
aware driving style, based on a deeper infrastructure knowledge and additional
information concerning traffic jams or traffic lights (e.g. gained by car-to-car and
car-to-infrastructure communication). Moreover it is a question of driving com-
fort especially on long and (for a human driver) boring highway journeys. Last
but not least autonomous or cognitive cars may provide a completely new kind of
transportation called public driver-less taxis - a system in which everybody could
get the car he/she needs at the moment, without having an own car (comparable
to car-sharing) or even a drivers-license (like a normal taxi).
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1 Introduction

Research on autonomous cars has to face many challenges:
The tasks a cognitive car as well as a human driver has to perform in everyday
situations are highly complex and diverse, hence it is difficult for a computer to
fulfill them all. Perception of the environment by using a complex sensor system
(i.e. laser scanners, radar technology, GPS etc.) and detection of obstacles, cars,
pedestrians or other traffic participants are very complex and difficult, but nev-
ertheless essential tasks for every robotic scenario including autonomous driving.
Although many work has been done on these topics, they can not be considered
as solved. Assessment of different traffic situations and of the stochastic behav-
ior of other traffic participants - which is important in order to anticipate future
situations - is another task which remains unsolved. Obviously, the information
gained in these steps is an elementary information for the task of decision making
itself, which is maybe the most important challenge to face. Executing a decision
involves further tasks: Motion planning works out how to execute the chosen ac-
tion best, the actuators have to be controlled, and a low level collision detection
and avoidance system has to ensure there is still enough collision-free space to
execute the planned trajectory.

1.1.1 Challenges for this thesis

The following thesis is going to concentrate on the topic of decision making for
cognitive cars. The decision making module in a cognitive car has to find reason-
able behaviors considering the specific traffic situation. For this task it is essential
to anticipate and consider the behaviors of other traffic participants.
Aside from computational complexity (due to the number of different situations
which may occur in real environments) one of the most important problems of
decision making systems is the complexity, the stochasticity (i.e. concerning the
behavior of other cars) and the partial observability of the car’s highly dynamic
environment. Traffic participants may for example be occluded by houses or by
other vehicles and even if there are no occlusions, sensor data is - and will be
in the future - incomplete and noisy. Another problem, which makes decision
making a difficult task, is the continuous world.
Modeling such systems with the use of continuous-state Partially Observable
Markov Decision Processes provides means for decision making under these cir-
cumstances by considering observation probabilities and shall therefore be evalu-
ated as an alternative to traditional approaches for high level planning systems.

1.2 State of the Art

Since the first DARPA Grand Challenge in 2004 research has focused on tradi-
tional approaches to solve the problem of decision making in autonomous cars.
Figure 1.1 shows the basic planning problem for a specific traffic situation. There
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1.2 State of the Art

Figure 1.1: Planning in standard traffic situations [Hum11]

are a multiple of different decisions in each of these situations - some of which
are improving the situation and some of which are making it even worse. Unfor-
tunately (as shown in the figure) decisions which look promising at the first look
may lead to severe problems later on - a more-step-lookahead is needed.
In the year 2007 most of the teams which participated at the DARPA Urban Chal-
lenge used planners based on more or less complex state machines. The Urban
Challenge was a competition for autonomous cars taking place in an urban-like
environment in which the cars had to interact completely autonomously. It has
been organized by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), a
research office for the American Department of Defense (DoD). Although the envi-
ronment was still far from a real urban environment, this competition showed the
possibilities as well as the limitations of a state machine-based approach. Team
AnnieWAY, a project funded by the German Research Foundation, involving the
KIT and other German research groups (CRC/TR 28), which reached the finals
of DARPA Urban Challenge 2007 modeled the cars behavior using a hierarchi-
cal state machine, in order to model quite complex situations. With the use of
these hierarchical state machines, their car was able to handle normal driving
situations, lane changes, intersections and unstructured environments. A detailed
description of the planner used back in 2007 can be found in [GJPD08]. [Grü08]
describes an improved implementation of lane changes and overtaking scenarios
based on AnnieWAY’s autonomous system from the Urban Challenge 2007. This
work is still based on hierarchical state machines, but extends the original ap-
proach in order to act on multi-lane roads with multiple cars. However, this work
does still not solve all possible situations (for example overtaking with only few
available space).
Those hierarchical state machines were sufficient to model all of the important
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1 Introduction

situations for the Urban Challenge. Obviously the number of situations in this
challenge was limited and thus, those approaches worked out quite well. How-
ever, as has been pointed out before, the problem of autonomous driving in real
environments is highly complex and it can be considered as impossible to handle
all possible situations with the use of state machines (or at least to enumerate all
possible situations).
Another autonomous vehicle, which made its way to the Urban Challenge’s final

Figure 1.2: Team AnnieWAY’s autonomous car at the DARPA Urban Challenge
2007.

is ”Junior”the robot car of the Stanford University and its partners. Junior placed
second using different planning modules. One hierarchical finite state-machine-
based for planning in on-road situations, a second A*-based planner for parking
tasks and a third one for critical zones like e.g. intersections. A more detailed
description of this well working approach can be found in [MBB+08].
Another example: The winning system from the Carnegie Mellon University’s
team ”Boss”, which is being described in [FHL08a] and [FHL08b].

Due to the complexity of real traffic situations, new and more sophisticated
approaches, which are able to handle all the factors rendering decision making
complex, are to be investigated now and during the next years.
Those approaches have to handle a number of different problems: First of all
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1.3 Related Work

decision making in an on-road situation depends on the environment, which is
highly dynamic. There are many cars and other vehicles as well as pedestrians and
bicyclists participating in traffic situations. Their number, position and behavior
is changing rapidly and their actions may be non-deterministic. A safe decision
has to be found for all situations considering all thinkable reactions of other traffic
participants. Another problem is the fact, that the number of different possible
traffic situations, each of them enforcing a different behavior, is simply too large
to be handled by a more or less hand-coded system (relying on classic approaches
like i.e. state machines). Moreover environment perception is typically noisy
and incomplete. For example it is possible that there are cars or other traffic
participants occluded by houses (as shown in figure 1.3) or by other vehicles.

Figure 1.3: Occluding of a traffic participant behind a house.

Hence, they can not be detected using the car’s sensor system, what has to be
taken into account when deciding for an action to be executed.
All of the mentioned problems result in an immense number of possible situations,
which have to be handled by a decision making system. This huge number of
situations makes traditional approaches unsuitable for this task.

1.3 Related Work

To solve the previously described and many more problems, algorithms are needed
that are able to handle different kinds of situations without explicit modeling of
all those situations. One possible solution to those problems is the use of Partially
Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs). POMDPs are a combination
of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs, cp. [RJ86]) and Markov Decision Processes
(MDPs) (cp. [SB98], [Bel57a] and [DN83]), providing a model for reinforcement
learning approaches. The general idea behind a POMDP-based decision making
system is to let the algorithm choose appropriate actions on its own - of course
according to given goals and punishments represented by a reward and cost func-
tion.
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1 Introduction

1.3.1 POMDPs in Robotics

In the last years discrete POMDPs have been successfully used in many research
projects in the field of service robotics (cp. [SRKLD08], [SRJLD08], [SKP+08],
[HBPM07], [SRLJD10]). For example in [SRKLD08], a scenario has been mod-
eled, in which a service robot interacts with human persons in order to fetch a
cup and bring it to a given location. The results described in this paper are very
promising, especially when being compared to Markov Decision Processes with
full observability (MDPs) and to numerous other approaches. Another promising
robotic POMDP implementation is presented in [HBPM07]. Hoey et al. imple-
mented a real-time system ”assisting persons with dementia during hand-washing”.
Hence their system has to adapt itself to the user (concerning awareness and other
factors). [SRJLD08] describes the process of gaining POMDP models from back-
ground knowledge for service robotics. Generating POMDP models is also a topic
in [SRLJD10]. Schmidt-Rohr et al. utilize Programming by Demonstration in or-
der to generate these models.
All of those (and many other papers) describe major improvements in using
POMDPs for service robots. Nevertheless the complexity of all those systems is
comparably low and - by now - there are no experiments proving the performance
and usability of POMDP-based decision making in highly dynamic and (due to
the fact that autonomous cars are driving and other traffic participants are also
moving) frequently changing environments like those in which autonomous vehi-
cles are typically acting.
A first description of a (PO)MDP-based Decision Making Module for cognitive
cars can be found in [Kla11] and [BGD11]. These Papers describe the usage of
a Dynamic Bayesian Network combined with a discrete state MDP as a High
Level Planner for an autonomous car. On the other hand, they show the prob-
lems and limitations of the presented solution - first of all: the complexity of the
computations, which is an inherent problem of all POMDP-based systems.

1.3.2 POMDP Solver Algorithms

Huge improvements have recently been made concerning POMDP solver tech-
nology. Because exact computation of POMDPs is computationally intractable
(according to Papadimitriou et al. ([PT87]) finding an optimal solution for finite-
horizon POMDPs is PSPACE-hard, the infinite-horizon problem is presumably
even more complex), the importance of heuristic, approximate techniques (e.g.
point based algorithms) has been growing over recent years. In contrast to former
approaches point based algorithms like SARSOP (Successive Approximation of
the Reachable Space under Optimal Policies, [KHL08]) and its predecessors HSVI
(Heuristic Search Value Iteration, [SS04]) and HSVI2 ([SS05]) as well as PBVI
(Point-Based Value Iteration, [PGT03]) are able to improve performance of the
solving process by reducing the belief space which is being searched.
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1.3 Related Work

As an extension to the SARSOP-algorithm Ong et al. described a solver for
MOMDPs (Mixed Observability Markov Decision Processes) factoring the state
space into both fully observable and unobservable states. This approach is de-
scribed in [OPHL09] and intends to increase performance for problems which can
be described in this Mixed Observability way.
Actually PBVI can be considered as the first point-based POMDP-solver al-
gorithms. HSVI and HSVI2 showed (according to Smith and Simmons) huge
speedups concerning big problems, SARSOP shows even higher speedups and
may well be considered as the current state of the art in POMDP solver technol-
ogy. Those performance increases enable researchers all over the world to start
using POMDPs for comparably complex problems. Actually those techniques do
not only come with a enormous speedup of the solving process but also with a
certain degree of overhead - possibly making the solving process inefficient for
smaller problems.

Those point based algorithms brought a second invention into POMDP solv-
ing: Maintaining a lower and an upper bound of the optimal value function. The
combination of those two bounds allows an optimized solving process because the
upper bound estimates the use of ongoing backups. More information on main-
taining lower and upper bounds for POMDPs can be found in [SS04], [SS05],
[ACV08], [PKK11] and [HSRJ07].
All the algorithms mentioned above rely on value-function approximations de-
scribed by Hauskrecht in ([Hau97] and [Hau00]). Hauskrecht gives a complete
overview on POMDP value bound-theory and presents and analyzes a couple of
different approximation methods along with useful methods for upper and lower
bound initialization.

Maniloff and Gmytrasiewicz ([MG11]) combine point-based algorithms as de-
scribed above with a tree search approach in order to efficiently combine online
and offline computation of an optimal policy. The online tree search in this pro-
cess makes use of the offline computed upper and lower bounds on the optimal
value function. There goal is to meet real-time constraints for complex problems.

1.3.3 Continuous POMDPs

Obviously, discrete POMDPs are not able to approximate the real world opti-
mally. The environment of an autonomous car is of course continuous and a fixed
discretization is too hard a constraint for some situations.

While most papers on (PO)MDPs and on robotic POMDP applications which
are being mentioned above are based on discrete state, observation and action
spaces, there is a lot of work on continuous (PO)MDPs as well. Continuous
POMDPs contain different combinations of discrete and continuous spaces (for
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1 Introduction

example a discrete action space combined with a continuous state space) as well
as completely continuous POMDPs (continuous action-, state-, and observation
spaces).
The approaches also differ regarding the technique used to approximate the con-
tinuous states. For example Bai et al. present a Monte Carlo method extending
SARSOP to be used as a motion planner in continuous state spaces in [BHLN10].
They use particle-based belief representation and point-based POMDP-techniques
(similar to SARSOP). In contrast to SARSOP, they represent the computed pol-
icy using a policy graph. Another MC-based approach is presented in [Thr00] and
[TBF05]. MC-based approaches look quite promising, but basically all particle-
based approaches suffer from performance problems due to the enormous number
of generated beliefs (basically every filter operation results in a new belief) and
the huge amount of costly filtering operations.
Other approaches such as [BMWDW06] or [ZFM10] rely on parametric belief and
state description like for example Gaussians or mixtures of Gaussians.
[PVSP06] presents another approach to deal with continuous-state POMDPs:
Point-Based Value Iteration for Continuous POMDPs - based on the discrete
POMDP-solver PERSEUS ([SV05]). They prove the piecewise linear-convex
(PWLC) property of the value function for continuous state POMDPs (with dis-
crete action and observation spaces) and the convexity of the value function for
general continuous POMDPs. They provide two different approaches to represent
continuous POMDPs: The first one using linear combinations of Gaussians and
mixtures of Gaussians to represent α-functions and belief states. The second one
representing beliefs with the use of particle sets instead of mixtures of Gaussians.
Their results are being compared to the results of the standard PERSEUS algo-
rithm working on a discretized state space.

One important problem of continuous state spaces (and large discrete state
spaces as well) is the dimensionality of the resulting beliefs. A couple of ap-
proaches show how to aggregate or cluster states in order to decrease state space
size and improve performance of the basic algorithms (see [FH04],[SJJ95] and
[Ren11] for a couple of examples). Although, these approaches are dedicated to
discrete problems, they (or comparable state aggregation techniques) should basi-
cally be applicable to continuous problems as well and may be of huge importance
for the improvement of overall performance.

1.4 Overview on this thesis

This work is going to introduce an alternative approach to decision making for
cognitive cars, based on continuous-state Partially Observable Markov Decision
Processes. The presented approach combines planning and dynamic, problem-
specific discretization of the state-space.

8



1.4 Overview on this thesis

The work presented in the following chapters is based on previously described work
on MDP-based Decision Making for Cognitive Cars in [Kla11] and [BGD11].
To introduce the main topic, chapter 2 gives additional background theory on
(PO)MDPs and (PO)MDP-solving, needed for the understanding of this thesis.
Chapter 3 describes the task of decision making as well as the theory of the pre-
sented approach and some problems and solutions. Afterwards chapter 4 starts
with a short description of the implementation of a pure and discrete MDP ap-
proach with an additional state merging algorithm and describes its development
towards a continuous-state POMDP approach. The continuous-state model is
represented using a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN). First evaluations envi-
sioning the possibilities and limitations of the presented approach are going to be
presented in chapter 5, after introducing the POMDP-problems used for evalua-
tion and testing in section 5.1.
Finally chapter 6 gives a short summary of the whole work. It tries to point out
whether this approach is sustainable and gives a short outlook on future work,
which has to be done in order to reach the goals described in section 1.1.
Last but not least a German Abstract of this thesis is contained in chapter 7 and
gives a German overview on all of the main points outlined in this thesis.
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2 Background

2.1 Formal Definition of POMDPs

First of all, to introduce POMDPs, a definition for Markov Decision Processes
(MDPs, cp. [Bel57a], [SB98], [DN83]) shall be provided. MDPs are a mean for
decision making under uncertainty, defined as a tuple (S,A, T,R, γ, s0). This tu-
ple can be interpreted as follows: S is called the state space and s0 ∈ S the
start state of the system. By executing an action a out of A at each time step
t = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... the system moves from one state s ∈ S to another state s′ ∈ S,
the movement is given by a probability distribution T . At each point of time the
system receives a reward R. A more formal definition of T and R as well as the
discount factor γ comes along with the introduction of POMDPs in the following
paragraph.

Basically Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes are doubly stochas-
tic processes, extending Markov Decision Processes by uncertain observations and
observation probabilities.
Formally a POMDP is specified as a tuple (S,A,O, T, Z,R, γ, b0) with S being a
finite set of states the problem can adopt. POMDPs consist of a second set (A)
of discrete actions and a third one, called O, of possible observations or measure-
ments. T (s, a, s′) = P (s′|a, s) is the transition probability function, describing
the probability for a transition from state s ∈ S to state s′ ∈ S when executing
an action a ∈ A. This transition probability extends every single transition of the
model shown in figure 1.1 by uncertain transition as figure 2.1 shows it for one
transition. Z(s, o) = P (o|s) is the observation probability function, describing
the probability of an observation o ∈ O being observed when the system is in
state s ∈ S. The immediate reward function R(s, a) defines the numeric reward
the system receives for applying action a ∈ A in state s and γ specifies a time
discount factor, discounting rewards for future state and action combinations, en-
suring convergence in infinite horizon (PO)MDPs.
Using this discount factor γ, equation 2.1 calculates the summed reward for a
series of states st and actions at.

Rtotal =
n∑
t=0

(γt ·R(st, at)) (2.1)

lim
n→∞

Rtotal (2.2)

10



2.2 Policy Computation

Figure 2.1: Uncertain transition in a POMDP [BSRZ10].

Extending equation 2.1, equation 2.2 defines the total expected reward assuming
an infinite planning horizon.
In the finite horizon case one can simply ignore γ and the expected overall reward
can be computed as follows:

Rtotal =
n∑
t=0

(R(st, at)) (2.3)

All of the following sections concentrate on infinite-horizon POMDPs, but the
described algorithms and solutions should nevertheless be applicable to finite-
horizon problems as well.
Obviously POMDPs extend MDPs by uncertain observation. Thus at every time-
step t the current state st is not known for sure and hence, a POMDP solver has
to manage so called belief states bt ∈ B. Those belief states bt are probability
distributions over all states of the system, defining the current degree of belief
for each of them at a time-step t. They can be considered as a description of
knowledge about the current state of the system. The a priori belief state b0

describes the belief of the system at the beginning of the execution. At each
time-step the belief of the system has to be updated, this is typically done by
using Bayesian Filtering.
In order to make a decision about the best action at a time t with a given belief
state bt, POMDP policies are computed. Those policies encode the best action
for each belief distribution, using so-called alpha vectors.

2.2 Policy Computation

A POMDP policy π : B → A maps every belief b ∈ B to an action a ∈ A. The
goal of any POMDP solver is to find an optimal policy π∗, which maximizes the
expected total reward E[limn→∞Rtotal].

11



2 Background

One of the basic algorithms for POMDP policy computation is Value Iteration.
Another one is Policy Iteration, which is not discussed here.
Value iteration does iteratively compute a finite set Γ of α−vectors, representing a
value function V : B → R, which maps the possible belief states to their expected
total reward and represents the POMDP-policy (equation 2.4).

V π(b0) = lim
n→∞

n∑
t=0

(γt ·R(bt, π(bt))) = maxα∈Γ(α · b0) (2.4)

with
R(bt, π(bt)) =

∑
s∈S

(R(s, π(bt)) · bt(s) (2.5)

Each of those computed α − vectors is connected to an action a ∈ A and when
stored as a policy they can easily be used to evaluate the utility of action a for
every given belief state b ∈ B by evaluating argmaxα∈Γ(α · b) (cp. equation 2.4).

The value computation in discrete space is recursively done using the bellman
backup (see equations 2.6 through 2.8) for belief points:

Vt(b) = maxa∈A(r(b, a) + γ ·
∑
ba,o

(p(ba,o|a, b) · Vt+1(ba,o))) (2.6)

With the belief after applying action a and observation o computed with a Bayes
filter, applied on each state s′:

ba,o(s
′) =

p(o, s′|a, b)
p(o|a, b)

=
p(o|s′) · p(s′|a, b)

p(o|a, b)
=
p(o|s′) ·

∑
s∈S(p(s′|a, s) · b(s))
p(o|a, b)

(2.7)

and p(ba,o|a, b) =
∑

o∈O(p(ba,o|a, o, b) · p(o|a, b)) the backup formula 2.6 becomes:

Vt(b) = maxa∈A(
∑
s∈S

(r(s, a) · b(s)) + γ ·
∑
o∈O

(p(o|a, b) · Vt+1(ba,o))) (2.8)

It should be clear, that iterating over all observations (eq. 2.8) is more feasible
than iterating over all possible successive beliefs as in equation 2.6.

As mentioned above, in order to represent a POMDP-policy, alpha-vectors rep-
resented over states are needed - these are for each action generated using the
alpha-vector-backup:

αa(s) = R(s, a) + γ ·
∑
s′∈S

∑
o∈O

(p(s′|s) · p(o|s′) · αa,o(s′)) (2.9)

with αa,o = argmaxα∈Γ(α · ba,o) being the best α-vector for the belief resulting by
applying a and o.

12
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Actually the computation of optimal policies using value iteration or other
optimal POMDP-solving algorithms is computationally complex or may even
be computationally intractable. Hence approximate point-based algorithms like
SARSOP, which is going to be described in section 2.4, are the better choice for
most realistic applications. Those have typically a far better performance with
only slightly inferior solutions.

2.3 Continuous POMDPs

While action, state and observation spaces are discrete in a normal POMDP, in
real robotic environments they are usually continuous. Often using equidistant
discretization, is too hard a restriction and thus, continuously described models
are needed.
Continuous POMDPs provide a mean to handle such situations, in which either
state, action or observation space or two or all three of them are modeled in con-
tinuous space.
Obviously computational complexity of a continuous POMDP is higher than for
a discrete one. For example the belief space of a continuous-state POMPD is
infinite-dimensional. Hence, approximate techniques for representation and com-
putation of continuous POMDPs are needed.

For continuous POMDPs with continuous state and observation spaces, most
of the formulas presented in the previous section have to be adapted. The action
space is still considered as discrete for the following definitions.

The Bayes filter formula (eq. 2.7) becomes

ba,o(s
′) =

p(o, s′|a, b)
p(o|a, b)

=
p(o|s′) · p(s′|a, b)

p(o|a, b)
=
p(o|s′) ·

∫
s∈S p(s

′|a, s) · b(s) ds

p(o|a, b)
(2.10)

in continuous case. One should notice, that the contained integration can not be
computed exactly for arbitrary infinite continuous state spaces.
The backup formula for the continuous case is equal to the one for the discrete
case (2.8), with integrals replacing the sums:

Vt(b) = supa∈A(

∫
s∈S

r(s, a) · b(s) ds+ γ ·
∫
o∈O

p(o|a, b) · Vt+1(ba,o) do) (2.11)

Moreover, in continuous case α− vectors become α− functions, which makes
representation more difficult.
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2 Background

The continuous alpha-function-backup is defined as follows:

αa(s) = R(s, a) + γ

∫
s′∈S

∫
o∈O

p(s′|s) · p(o|s′) · αa,o(s′) do ds′ (2.12)

with αa,o = argmaxα∈Γ(α · ba,o) being the best α-function for the belief resulting
by applying a and o.

2.4 SARSOP

As has been pointed out before, the currently possibly most efficient POMDP-
Solver algorithm is the point-based algorithm SARSOP ([KHL08]) implemented
in the ”Approximate POMDP Planning Toolkit” (APPL, http://bigbird.comp.
nus.edu.sg/pmwiki/farm/appl). SARSOP tries to decrease computational ef-
fort for POMDP solving in order to make POMDPs more affordable for many
different tasks. SARSOP uses a point-based (discretizing the belief-space) ap-
proach, operating not in the whole belief-space but in the ”Optimally Reachable
Belief Space”. This subset of the belief-space contains beliefs which are reachable
from the given belief point by applying a sequence of optimal actions. Actually
the ”Optimally Reachable Belief Space” is already an approximate POMDP solu-
tion and can not be known in advance. Hence a sophisticated iterative sampling
approach is used to keep calculation as close to the optimal solution as possible.
SARSOP (Successive Approximation of the Reachable Space under Optimal Poli-
cies) consists of three main steps: Sampling, Backup and Pruning. While the
Backup and Pruning steps are very similar to those of other previous point-based
algorithms (i.e. Heuristic search value iteration, HSVI [SS04] and Point-based
value iteration, PBVI [PGT03]), the Sampling step differs from those of the other
algorithms.
The basic idea of SARSOP’s sampling step is to find an approximate representa-
tion for the belief-space B - typically a set of points out of the belief space. In
contrary to other point-based algorithms, which sample in a set of belief points
reachable from b0 by applying an arbitrary sequence of actions from A, SARSOP
does only sample in the set of points which is reachable from b0 when applying
optimal sequences of actions. This much smaller set of belief points is called the
”Optimally Reachable Belief Space” and is shown in figure 2.2 as a subset of the
reachable space (reachable from bo).

Throughout the sampling step, SARSOP builds a tree TR with nodes repre-
senting sampled points b and their respective beliefs and with edges representing
actions a and observations o. The sampling algorithm picks a node b, chooses an
action a and an observation o and performs sampling by applying the Bayes filter
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2.4 SARSOP

Figure 2.2: The ”Optimally Reachable Belief-Space”, based on [KHL08].

(equation 2.13) for each snew in the state space (η is a normalization factor, Z
and T are the probability density functions defined in section 2.1).

bnew(snew) = η · Z(snew, a, o) ·
∑
s

(T (s, a, snew) · b(s)) (2.13)

In order to prevent sampling in the whole reachable space (which many other ap-
proximate point-based algorithms do), the actions a ∈ A and observations o ∈ O
are chosen by evaluating the upper and lower bounds of a value function similar
to that described in equation 2.4. These bounds are initialized before the first
sampling step and continuously updated during backups.

The Backup step (for each node b in TR) collects the information stored in
the children of a node and propagates the value function (or its upper and lower
bounds) back to the root b0. Concerning the lower bound, this is basically done
by computing α− vectors for each action and choosing the one with the highest
expected reward. The upper bound, is backupped by looking up the value of bnew
in a belief-value-pair-grid and back-propagating it to b.

Afterwards the Pruning step deletes α − vectors and belief points which are
not considered useful for the further computations. At first nodes of TR which
are definitely not in the optimally reachable space are deleted. The resulting tree
is then being considered as an approximation of the optimally reachable space.
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As a second step, α − vector pruning does delete all α ∈ Γ which are dominated
by others over this whole space (α1 dominates α2 at a belief b, when V1 > V2 is
fulfilled for every belief point b′ near b and Vi = α− vectori · b′).

These three main steps are repeated until the gap between upper and lower
bounds of the value function in the root node of the belief tree is smaller than a
predefined target precision.

There has also been many work on solving continuous problems using POMDPs.
As has been mentioned before, exactly solving continuous problems is computa-
tionally intractable. Hence most of those approaches try to use existing discrete
POMDP solver technologies and combine them with approximate representations
of continuous problems. These representations may be either particle-based using
Monte-Carlo techniques for filtering and prediction or parametric descriptions.
In the following chapters we are going to use SARSOPs sampling step and combine
it with a continuous belief representation and backup step.

2.5 Importance Sampling

Importance Sampling is used for the particle sampling algorithm. For an illustra-
tion of the basics of importance sampling see figure 2.3. The graph, which has
been taken from [TBF05], shows a simple example. In 2.3 (a), f represents the
distribution one wants to draw from. Unfortunately drawing from f is impossible
(maybe because it is unknown) and one can only draw from another distribution
g. Re-weighting the particles drawn from this proposal density g with f(x)/g(x)
results in particles approximately representing the target density f .
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2.5 Importance Sampling

Figure 2.3: Illustration of Importance Sampling from [TBF05].
(a) shows the target density f and particles drawn from f.
(b) shows the proposal density g. The shown particles are drawn from
this proposal density g.
(c) shows the particles drawn from g after weighting with f(x)/g(x).
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As has been mentioned before, the task of decision making is quite complex.
Besides the immense number of situations, which have to be handled, there are
many other problems occurring with traditional approaches. Using a POMDP-
based planner is expected to solve these problems, including partial observability,
stochasticity of the behavior of the other cars and complexity of the highly dy-
namic environment.
Another question is whether to use discrete or continuous POMDPs. Unfortu-
nately, discrete POMDPs are not able to represent the real world optimally. On
the other hand solving continuous POMDPs optimally is considered computation-
ally intractable.
The problems occurring with both representations are described in section 3.2.
In order to solve these problems and to represent the state space optimally, this
thesis proposes an adaptive, problem-specific discretization, which is integrated
in the planner.
Section 3.3 describes the filtering algorithm and the particle sampling used in the
presented approach.
Finally, section 3.4 discusses the piece-wise-linear and convex property of alpha-
functions and the linearity of the alpha-vector-backup, considering different rep-
resentations of beliefs and alpha-vectors. According to [PVSP06] the PWLC-
property of alpha-functions is elementary in order to prove convergence of the
backup. The linearity of the backup step, on the other hand, is needed in order
to ensure, a particle-level backup is correct.

3.1 Mathematical Preliminaries

The following definitions are taken from [BGK+11].

3.1.1 Notations - Discrete and Continuous States

First of all it is necessary to introduce notations for this and the following chap-
ters: There are continuous states (s ∈ S) as well as discrete states (i ∈ Sd). With
Sd as the set of discrete states or components.
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3.1 Mathematical Preliminaries

Both representations can be linked using the Bayes rule:

p(s|i) =
p(i|s) · p(s)

p(i)
(3.1)

Alternatively continuous and discrete states can be linked using the marginaliza-
tion rule:

p(s) =
∑
i

(p(s|i) · p(i)) (3.2)

3.1.2 Belief-Representation

Resulting from 3.1 the discrete (bd(i) = p(i|a, o, bt−1)) and continuous (bc(s) =
p(s|a, o, bt−1)) belief can be described using each other as follows:

bd(i) =
p(i|s) · bc(s)

p(s|i)
(3.3)

bc(s) =
p(s|i) · bd(i)

p(i|s)
(3.4)

Another representation can be obtained by using the marginalization rule (3.2):

bd(i) =

∫
s∈S

p(i|s) · bc(s) ds (3.5)

bc(s) =
∑
i∈Sd

(p(s|i) · bd(i)) (3.6)

3.1.3 Alpha-Representation

Similarly, to the belief representation, the continuous α-function (αc(s)) can be
constructed from the discrete α-vectors (αd(i)):

αc(s) =
∑
i∈Sd

(p(i|s) · αd(i)) (3.7)

The αd(i) are constructed in order to approximate the continuous alpha-function
well.
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3 Theoretical Concept

3.2 Continuous and Discrete Representation of
POMDPs

Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes can either be defined in dis-
crete or continuous worlds. While discrete POMDPs provide a powerful mean
for planning problems, an equidistant discretization of state, observation and ac-
tion spaces is a restriction for the real-world representation. For every chosen
equidistant discretization, one will find a situation in which a finer discretization
is needed.
On the other hand computing in continuous spaces is computationally complex
or even intractable. One of the biggest problems for solving continuous POMDPs
is the infinite-dimensionality of the belief-space.
Thus, solutions are needed, which combine discrete and continuous representa-
tions optimally in order to reduce computational complexity without losing the
ability to approximate the real, continuous world as good as possible.
Some possible solutions are presented in section 1.3.3. The solution in this paper
combines a continuous representation for filtering and propagation and an adap-
tive, discrete representation for the POMDP solver. The discrete representation
is problem-specific and is being modified during the planning process. This ap-
proach provides the possibility to approximate the real world as good as necessary
for every examined situation.

3.2.1 State Aggregation

The MDP-based approaches described in [Kla11] and section 4.1 showe, that it
is reasonable to merge discrete states due to their value. As expected, it could
be shown that huge parts of the state space are ”equal” regarding the problem
of decision making and can hence be clustered together. These regions are for
example situations, in which the other cars are far in front of the autonomous car
or far behind it, with far meaning: Far enough that they have no direct impact
on the autonomous car. What actually happens in these regions is not important
for the decisions of the autonomous car.
Figure 3.1 shows this situation. Those figures are recorded in a situation with
two cars. Both cars are situated on the same (the right) lane. The x-axis shows
the relative position of the second car (positive numbers meaning the autonomous
ego car is located behind the other car), the y-axis shows the velocity of the ego
car (in x-direction). The colors indicate either the choice of action (figure 3.1(a)
and 3.1(b)) or the expected value for the chosen actions (figure 3.1(c)).

Figure 3.1(a) and figure 3.1(b) show, that the chosen action is equal for huge
connected areas in the plot. Figure 3.1(c) does very much show the same result
as the other two graphs do. There are huge areas (roughly marked with numbers
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3.2 Continuous and Discrete Representation of POMDPs

(a) Choice of acceleration action. The colors indicate the
choice of action. Red indicating an acceleration, blue a
deceleration (light red indicates an acceleration combined
with a lane change).

(b) Choice of lane change action. The colors indicate the
choice of action. Yellow indicating a lane change to the left,
green a lane change to the right.

(c) Expected Value for the autonomous car in a two-cars
overtaking situation. The colors indicate the gained value.
Yellow indicating a high value (1000), black a low value
(-1000, i.e. a crash).

Figure 3.1: Graphs describing the chosen action in an overtaking situation with
two cars. The x-axis shows the relative position of the second car
(positive numbers meaning the ego car is located behind the other car),
the y-axis shows the velocity of the ego car. Both cars are situated on
the same (the right) lane.
The first graph shows the acceleration/deceleration action, the second
one the lane change action. The third one shows the received value.
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1 and 2 in the graphs) in which the value is equal or at least very similar. Due
to their similar value and identical choice of action, those regions can be treated
indifferently.
It is obvious that merging these regions to one single state does heavily decrease
the size of the state space and thereby increase the performance of the system.
Comparable results can be expected for more complex problems and may be ex-
tremely helpful to solve POMDP problems more efficiently. Such improvements in
performance are necessary in order to solve complex problems, like for example the
Car-Problem (see section 5.1.1 for a description) with more than two or three cars,
which are currently computationally intractable with standard POMDP solvers.

3.2.2 Adaptive State Discretization

Learning from the results gained in the previous section, it seems adequate to
transfer the method of state aggregation from the discrete world to the continu-
ous world.
Considering the set of continuous states as an infinite set of discrete states, it is
possible to apply the same operations on both spaces.

Thus, this approach integrates a problem-specific state discretization into the
planning framework. After every backup step, the state discretization is refined
based on the value-space. This ensures, that states which are ”equal” concerning
decision making are not split, while others with a huge difference concerning val-
ues are split in order to reduce the approximation error in the value space.

A detailed description of the refinement can be found in chapter 4 for both, the
gaussian and the disjunct state representation. Some early results can be seen in
section 5.2.4.

3.3 System Propagation and Filtering

Before the first backup of a belief, particles for the prediction and filtering are be-
ing sampled from the continuous belief representation. Afterwards these particles
are predicted and measured in order to obtain successive particles and observation
particles for each action.
These are reused for each following backup step in order to reduce unnecessary
sampling operations. During each backup step observations are clustered to form
discrete observations. This clustering is based on the best alpha-vector for each
particle and assumes, particles belonging to the same alpha-vector belong to the
same discrete observation. This clustering decision can be revised during following
backup steps, in case newly obtained alpha-vectors induce a different observation-
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3.4 Backup and Convergency

clustering.
Afterwards importance sampling is applied in order to obtain the needed prob-
ability distributions for predicted states and observations. The whole sampling
algorithm is described in section 3.3.1.

3.3.1 Particle Sampling

The following algorithm describes the sampling and weighting algorithm used for
the approach presented in this thesis. This algorithm (taken from [BGK+11]) is
based on Importance Sampling:

1. Draw particles, representing < s, s′, o >∼ p(s, s′, o) by sampling from the
continuous belief (obtaining s), prediction (obtaining s′) and measurement
(obtaining o).

2. Extract o from {< s, s′, o >j} by marginalization.
p(o) =

∫
s,s′

p(s, s′, o) ds ds′ ≈
∑

p(w(p) · p(s, s′, o))

3. For each s̄i carry out a re-weighting to obtain < s, s′ >k∼ p(s′k|s̄i).
Re-weighting is done with the weight wi,kT = p(s′k|s̄i)

p(s′k|sk)·b(sk)

4. For each s̄i, ōj obtain < s, s′, o >j∼ p(ōj|s′k) · p(s′k|s̄i) by re-weighting.
in this case the weight is wi,j,kO,T = wi,kT · w

k,j
O .

With wk,jO defined as wk,jO = p(ōj ,s′k)
p(ōj |s′j)·p(s′j |sj)·b(sj) .

5. For each si carry out:
∑

j(p(o
j|si) ·

∑
k
p(oj |s′k)·p(s′k|si)

p(oj |si) ) =
∑

j

∑
k(p(o

j|s′k) ·
p(s′k|si))

Importance Sampling re-weights p(s, s′, o) in order to obtain p(s′k|s̄i) (in step
3 of the algorithm) or p(ōj|s′k) · p(s′k|s̄i) (in step 4 of the algorithm).

3.4 Backup and Convergency

3.4.1 Normalization

As described in section 4 two different representations for discrete states have
been examined during this work. At first a Gaussian representation with overlap-
ping discrete states.
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Unfortunately overlapping states combined with the open, adaptive state-space
shows an important problem. The value of existing beliefs can decrease, once a
new discrete state is added to the system. A simple example shall illustrate this
problem:
Define a belief b =

(
0.3 0.7

)
, after backuping this belief, an alpha-vector for b is

stored, e.g. α1 =
(
10 20

)
. In this case the value of belief b with α1 is 17.

Now suppose a new component is added to the system, which overlaps with the
current states and the belief may now look like b =

(
0.15 0.35 0.5

)
. Now the

dot-product of α1 and b is 8.5. However b is still the same belief and is underes-
timated due to the overlapping components.

This problem is based on the fact, that alpha-vectors contain no information
value about components except for these components with non-zero values in the
alpha-vector. Using them with beliefs, defined over such components results in
the problem described above.
In order to solve this problem, the beliefs can, during value computation, be pro-
jected in the subspace I of Sd, on which the alpha-vector is defined.
This projection ensures p(i′|s′) is normalized considering this subspace. See equa-
tions 3.8 through 3.9 for a mathematical derivation (taken from [BGK+11]) of the
applied normalization.

1
!

=
∑
i′∈I

p(i′|s′) (3.8)

applying the Bayes rule:

1
!

=
∑
i′∈I

p(s′|i′) · p(i′)
p(s′)

p(i′) can be assumed to be constant with p(i′) = 1
|I|

1
!

=
1

|I|
·
∑
i′∈I

p(s′|i′)
p(s′)

p(s′)
!

=
1

|I|
·
∑
i′∈I

p(s′|i′) (3.9)

Applying this normalization solves the described problem in the above exam-
ple: Projecting b into the space defined by α1 returns bα1 =

(
0.3 0.7

)
and the

dot-product evaluates to 17, again.
While this normalization fixes the lower bound value function, it does not fix
the upper bound. Moreover, the normalized expectation operator does not fulfill
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the linearity property anymore (see 3.4.2), which is needed for the piece-wise-
linear-and-convex-property of the lower bound value function. Another problem
concerning the normalization is, that alpha-vector-backup loses linearity when ap-
plying this normalization (see 3.4.4) - making it impossible to execute the backup
on particle level.
Replacing the overlapping representation for discrete states by a disjunct one,
makes the normalization needless. Thus a disjunct representation preserves the
linearity of both the expectation operator (see 3.4.2) and the alpha-vector-backup
(see 3.4.4).

3.4.2 Linearity of the Expectation Operator

The continuous expectation operator (< f, b >c) and the discrete expectation
operator (< f, b >d) are without normalization defined as follows (definitions and
evidences from [BGK+11]):

< f, b >c=

∫
s∈S

f(s) · b(s) ds (3.10)

< f, b >d=
∑
s∈S

(f(i) · b(i)) (3.11)

With f being a reward or value function (either discrete or continuous) defined
over states. The expectation operator does then compute the reward or value for
the belief b(s) or b(d).

It can be shown that, with the above definitions, both representations of the
expectation operator (the discrete and the continuous one) are equal (evidence
from [BGK+11]):

< αc, bc >c=

∫
s∈S

αc(s) · bc(s) ds

=

∫
s∈S

∑
k∈Sd

(p(k|s) · αd(k)) · bc(s) ds

=

∫
s∈S

∑
k∈Sd

(p(k|s) · αd(k)) · bd(k) · p(s|k)

p(k|s)
ds

=
∑
k∈Sd

(αd(k) · bd(k) ·
∫
s∈S

p(k|s) ∗ p(s|k)

p(k|s)
ds)

=
∑
k∈Sd

(αd(k) · bd(k) ·
∫
s∈S

p(s|k) ds)

=
∑
k∈Sd

(αd(k) · bd(k) · 1) =< αd, bd >d
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According to Porta et al., if the expectation operator is a linear function in
the belief space ([PVSP06]), the set of α-functions for the lower bound will be
piecewise-linear and convex. As the definition above (3.10 and 3.11) describes
the dot product for continuous and discrete space, respectively, both are linear.
Using the equality of the expectation operator in continuous and discrete world,
linearity across both spaces can be shown (from [BGK+11]):

< αc, k · bc >c= k· < αc, bc >c

= k· < αd, bd >d=< αd, k · bd >d

< αc, bc,1 + bc,2 >c=< αc, bc,1 >c + < αc, bc,2 >c

=< αd, bd,1 >d + < αd, bd,2 >d=< αd, bd,1 + bd,1 >d

Together, this is enough to fulfill the PWLC-property.
Using the normalization defined in section 3.4.1 the equality as well as the linear-
ity can no more be guaranteed. Hence, it can not be assumed, that the alpha-
functions remain piece-wise linear and convex and convergency cannot be guar-
anteed.

3.4.3 Convergency

According to Porta et al. ([PVSP06]) the PWLC-property together with the
isotonic contraction of the value backup (see [PVSP06] for an evidence concerning
the isotonic contraction property of value iteration) ensures the convergency of
the value function to the optimal vale function V ∗.

3.4.4 Linearity of the Backup Operator

The standard backup operator on per-state alpha-vector level transfered to the
continuous state space is defined as follows:

αa(s) = R(s, a) + γ ·
∫
s′∈S

∑
o∈O

(p(s′|s) · p(o|s′) · αa,o(s′)) ds′ (3.12)

Normalized Backup

Using the normalization described in section 3.4.1 the alpha-vector backup 3.12
is non-linear (evidence from [BGK+11]):
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αa(s) = R(s, a) + γ ·
∫
s′∈S

∑
o∈O

(p(s′|s) · p(o|s′) · αa,o(s′)) ds′ (3.13)

with the definition of the continuous alpha-function (equation 3.7) the backup
formula becomes:

αa(s) = R(s, a) + γ

∫
s′∈S

∑
o∈O

(p(s′|s) · p(o|s′) ·
∑
i′∈Sd

(p(i′|s′) · αda,o(i′))) ds′ (3.14)

applying the Bayes rule and the normalization (3.9) (p(i′|s′) = p(s′|i′)·p(i′)
p(s′)

=
p(s′|i′)·p(i′)∑

j∈Iαa,o
p(s′|j)·p(j) where Iαa,o represents the set containing all components for which

αa,o is nonzero) the formula becomes:

αa(s) = R(s, a)

+γ ·
∫
s′∈S

∑
o∈O

(p(s′|s) · p(o|s′) ·
∑
i′∈Sd

(
p(s′|i′) ∗ p(i′)∑

j∈Iαa,o
(p(s′|j) · p(j))

· αda,o(i′))) ds′ (3.15)

and assuming p(i′) and p(j) are constant with p(i′)
p(j)

= c the formula becomes:

αa(s) = R(s, a)

+γ · c ·
∫
s′∈S

∑
o∈O

(p(s′|s) · p(o|s′) ·
∑
i′∈Sd

(
p(s′|i′)∑

j∈Iαa,o
p(s′|j)

· αda,o(i′))) ds′ (3.16)

The resulting alpha-vector-backup (3.16) contains a non-linear term 1∑
j∈Iαa,o

p(s′|j)

depending on a and o. If the number of components is fixed, all alpha-vectors are
defined over the same components. In this case the term becomes constant and
the formula becomes linear again.

Backup with Disjunct States

On the other hand the backup 3.12 remains linear when using disjunct states and
skipping the normalization (evidence from [BGK+11]):

αa(s) = R(s, a) + γ ·
∫
s′∈S

∑
o∈O

(p(s′|s) · p(o|s′) · αa,o(s′)) ds′ (3.17)
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3 Theoretical Concept

with the definition of the continuous alpha-function (equation 3.7):

αa(s) = R(s, a) + γ ·
∫
s′∈S

∑
o∈O

(p(s′|s) · p(o|s′) ·
∑
i′∈Sd

(p(i′|s′) · αda,o(i′))) ds′ (3.18)

Due to the disjunct definition of components we have further information: For
a given s′, p(i′|s′) is 1 exactly if s′ lies in the component i′. Otherwise it is 0.
With this knowledge the alpha-backup becomes:

αa(s) = R(s, a) + γ ·
∫
s′∈S

∑
o∈O

(p(s′|s) · p(o|s′) ∗ αda,o(i′)) ds′ (3.19)

with i′ being the component in which s′ lies.
In contrast to equation 3.16, equation 3.19 does not contain any non-linear terms.
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4 Implementation

4.1 State Aggregation in a Discrete-State MDP

This first approach is based on earlier work described in [Kla11]. To make the ba-
sics of the presented system clear to the reader, this section gives a brief overview
on the system described in [Kla11] and on the state aggregation extensions made
during the early work on this thesis.
The state space in this approach is a discrete but adaptive one. Discrete means,
each dimension of the state space is being discretized based on an equidistant
grid. Adaptive means, that the system is being initialized using a small state
space containing only the starting state and maybe some other important states
around the start state. During the MDP-solving process the state space is being
extended as soon as the system reaches a new state. This allows to handle the
whole environment with a comparably small state space and hence improves solv-
ing performance.
In contrary to the following continuous POMDP approach, this approach is still a
pure MDP approach without considering partial observability. The used solver is
a simple MDP solver without any of the sophisticated improvements that improve
the performance of point-based algorithms like SARSOP.
The MDP transition model is implemented in a Dynamic Bayesian Network, pre-
dicting particles, which are equidistantly sampled from the current state, based
on the action specified by the solver. In case of the Car-Problem (see section 5.1.1
for a detailed description), the DBN does also implement a basic intelligence for
the other, non-autonomous cars, considering probabilities for different possible
actions of the other cars. It lets them act nearly like a normal driver is expected
to, considering the situation at hand. The Bayesian Network for the Car-Problem
can be seen in figure 4.1.
The Bayesian Network used in this approach consists of different nodes for each

car. A ”X”-node, which contains the vehicle model and the cars position or state.
The ”B”-nodes represent the behaviors of the cars, the ”T”-nodes their trajectory
and the ”C”-nodes represent the context of the respective car (i.e. interaction with
other cars, the distance to other cars and the position on the road). This DBN
is rolled out on an arbitrary number of time steps, depending on the duration of
the chosen action. When starting the particle inference, information about the
behavior for the autonomous car and the current state of the system is being
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4 Implementation

Figure 4.1: The first two time steps of the Bayesian Network modeling the Car-
Problem for the MDP-state-aggregation solution.
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4.2 Implementation of Continuous-State POMDPs

provided by the solver.

The adaptive state space, described above was used in earlier work and is
based on a fixed, equidistant discretization. This part of the work implements an
adaptive discretization in the value space. Clustering enables the algorithm to
merge states which can be considered as logically the same from the current point
of view and split them again at a later point of time in case situation changes and
a state looks too general. This improvement decreases the size of the state space
and hence increases the performance of the solver.
In a first step, states are being merged if their values (concerning lower and upper
bound) are nearly equal and the chosen action is equal. The implementation of
merging enforces a second layer describing an aggregated state space over a space
of single discrete states.
As described in section 3.2.1 this approach - combined with insights gained in
[Kla11] - showed, that state discretization based on value information is reasonable
and may also improve performance of continuous solutions.

4.2 Implementation of Continuous-State POMDPs

Based on results and insights, gained during work on [Kla11] and on the approach
presented in the previous section, the continuous-state POMDP-based planner
described in section 3 is being implemented as presented in this section. In this
approach, a point-based, more sophisticated POMDP-solver, based on the SAR-
SOP implementation from APPL (see section 2.4 for an overview on SARSOP).
In contrast to SARSOP, this solver uses a continuous state representation. How-
ever, the sampling step is similar to the sampling step used in SARSOP and thus
the framework can profit from the well-thought-out sampling algorithm SARSOP
uses.
Analogously to SARSOP, an upper and lower bound on the value function for the
belief are maintained using discrete α-vectors defined over components (α-vectors
represent the continuous α-function if combined with the discrete states or com-
ponents) for the lower bound and a belief-value grid for the upper bound, storing
discrete beliefs and their respective value.
The continuous approach has so far not been tested with the Car-Problem. For
easier debugging and evaluation, two more simple, one-dimensional, stochastic
problems have been used. See section 5.1 for more information on all three prob-
lems.
The following sections describe the implementation of the Gaussian as well as the
disjunct components and the respective systems (see section 3.2 for a theoretical
overview on both representations).
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4.2.1 Gaussian Representation for Continuous-State POMDPs

Beliefs are in this first version of the continuous approach represented as a mixture
of Gaussians. Each component (i.e. each single discrete state) is described by one
single Gaussian, representing the probability of a continuous state to belong to
the discrete state (p(s|i)).
Along with the beliefs, the continuous α-functions can as well be represented as
a linear combination of these single components. Using the discrete α-vectors as
coefficients.

State clustering is in this approach handled by an Agglomerative Hierarchical
Clustering (AHC, to get an overview on hierarchical clustering see [Mur83]) algo-
rithm using the value space representation error of the clusters as a distance for
the clustering decisions. The maximally allowed, accumulated error is predefined
by the solver and stops the algorithm, once it is reached.
The clustering algorithm is part of the backup step. It splits the origin state
based on the value of the predicted particles or to be more precise based on the
backupped value of the origin particles, this process is described in figure 5.2.4.

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the state splitting. The black particles, which have been
drawn from the old state (black circle) are predicted (red arrow). The
green particles symbolize the predicted particles. In this example, the
new particles form two clusters in the value space and these clusters
are back-propagated to the origin particles, backuping these particles.
These are reclustered to two new states (green circles).

The particles needed for the transition and observation computation are drawn
from the linear combination of Gaussians representing the belief. After prediction
and measurement, they are re-weighted to obtain a representation for p(o, s′|s)
and p(s′|s) (cp. section 3.3.1). The particles are then backupped using the stan-
dard backup operator and the state space splitting is executed for the origin-states
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based on the backupped particle values, using the AHC-algorithm mentioned be-
fore.

In order to receive consistent results despite the adaptive character of the state
space, a normalization for the value computation has been added, modifying the
expectation operator (see section 3.4.1 for a description of the normalization and
section 3.4.2 for a definition of the expectation operator). With this modifica-
tion, beliefs are projected in the space of the alpha-vector before computing the
value - normalizing the belief to these components, about which the alpha-vector
is defined. This normalization has been applied to the upper bound in a similar
way. Unfortunately, using this normalization, the alpha-vector-backup is non-
linear (see section 3.4.1 for a illustration of the problem and section 3.4.4 for the
non-linear alpha-backup).
Another major difference between lower and upper bound computations is the
level of calculations. While the lower bound can be computed on particle level
(except for the problems concerning linearity), the upper bound has to be com-
puted on belief-level. The belief-value-pair grid does obviously not contain any
information for single particles.

4.2.2 Disjunct Representation for Continuous-State POMDPs

In order to solve the problems concerning non-linearity of the backup operator,
mentioned before and described in section 3.4.1, the Gaussian representation from
section 4.2.1 is replaced by a disjunct particle-based representation for the con-
tinuous belief. The discrete α-vectors and discrete beliefs are represented using
the nodes of a decision tree as a representation for the components or states (see
figures 4.3 and 4.4 for two different examples of these decision trees).
Splits are in this case applied to the state space after every backup, according to

the values of the backupped particles in case the decision tree does not already
represent the value-induced clusters on these particles sufficiently. The algorithm
allows a certain representation error in the value space. This allowed error is
predefined by the solver or could as well be adaptive.
In order to get the discrete representation of a belief, the continuous belief is
sorted into components, based on the decision tree, with each node representing a
component. The same is done to extract the discrete α-vectors from the particle-
values.
While the Gaussian components needs an explicit normalization of beliefs for the
value function, this is not necessary using the disjunct representation for compo-
nents. However, the representation of b(s|i) is automatically normalized according
to each path-disjunct-set of nodes (a path-disjunct-set of nodes contains not more
than one node for each path from the root of the tree to a leaf e.g. nodes 1
and 2 or nodes 1, 3 and 4 or nodes 1, 4, 5 and 6 in figure 4.3) in the decision
tree. Representing alpha-vectors and belief-value-pairs with such path-disjunct-
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Figure 4.3: Decision tree representing the components for the discrete belief and
α-vector representation. This graph has been exported after only a
couple of backups, hence, only three splits have been applied some-
where around the cliff.

Figure 4.4: Example for a decision tree representing the components for the dis-
crete belief and α-vector representation. Compared to figure 4.3,
which represents an earlier graph, after a smaller number of back-
ups, more splits can be seen. Moreover the splits cover a bigger part
of the state space than in the first graph.
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sets of nodes solves the problem of normalization automatically. Moreover these
path-disjunct-sets of nodes form disjunct representations, defined over the whole
state-space and ensure, that there is no overlapping.
Using this modified representation, the alpha-vector-backup-operator is linear
(cp. section 3.4.4) and hence the lower bound computations can be executed
on particle-level without any problems. However the upper bound has still to be
computed on belief level, which is a problem of representation as a grid containing
beliefs and their respective values.

4.2.3 Transition, Observation and Reward Model for the
Continuous-State POMDP

The transition observation and reward model for the Continuous-State POMDP
is described using a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) and is equal for both
representations. Figure 4.5 shows the DBN describing these models for the Door-
Problem and the Cliff-Problem.
The nodes of the Bayesian Network represent the system. The ”X”-nodes contain

Figure 4.5: The Bayesian Network modeling the Cliff-Problem and the Door-
Problem for the continuous-state POMDP solution.

the state of the system. The ”A”-nodes contain the action for the prediction.
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Together, ”X”- and ”A”-nodes form the transition model for the POMDP. To
compute the observation model, the network contains ”O”-nodes, which represent
the measured observations and last but not least there are ”R”-nodes containing
the reward model. For the prediction, the particle inference has to be given
particles containing information about the current state of the system and the
action for the simulation, these information is being provided by the solver.
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5 Results

The following sections present some early evaluations of the presented system and
a couple of problems modeled as POMDPs for testing and evaluation. Although
the evaluations have to be regarded with carefulness. Due to the current, early
state of research, they show some problems as well as possibilities of the system
and chances of the general approach.

5.1 POMDP Problems

During the development of the framework described in chapter 4, a couple of
different POMDP-Problems have been implemented.
First of all the quite complex car-related problem, which is driving the whole
development and which should, later on, be efficiently solved with the developed
POMDP-based planner. For an easier understanding of the occurring problems
in the different solutions and for easier evaluation of the different approaches,
two other, more simple problems have been implemented and solved. All of the
results described in section 5.2 have been evaluated using the Cliff-Problem and
the Door-Problem. All three problems shall be briefly described in the following
sections in order to improve the readers understanding of the system described in
this thesis.

5.1.1 Car-Problem

The Car-Problem has already been used and described in [Kla11]. However, for a
complete overview on the basic problem and idea, this section is going to repeat
the main ideas briefly.
The basic problem is defined on a three-dimensional state space (per car) con-
taining the longitudinal position on the road and the latitudinal position (i.e.
basically information about the lane on which the car is situated) as well as the
velocity of the car in longitudinal direction. These informations have to be con-
sidered for each car that may be important for the decisions of the autonomous
car. Hence the state-space may be high-dimensional, depending on the number
of cars in the system, which are near to the autonomous car.
Currently, the cognitive car has a total of nine possible, discrete actions: arbitrary
combinations of lane changes ((1) lane change to the left, (2) to the right, (3) no
lane change) and acceleration ((1) acceleration, (2) deceleration, (3) hold velocity
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constant) actions. This action space allows the car to handle overtaking situations
as well as situations in which it has to follow another car, ensuring an appropriate
safety distance. The action definition can of course be easily extended.

The reward function for the car problem may well be very complex. Basically

Figure 5.1: Graphical description of the car Problem. The blue car is the au-
tonomous car and has two options. Slow down and follow the red car
(a) or overtake the red car (b).
Overtaking may lead to a higher speed reward than following, on the
other hand the possibility of an oncoming car on the left lane has to
be taken into account - the risk for a crash (and hence for receiving
bad rewards) may be higher than for option (a).

the car is punished for crashes and given a high reward for a high velocity (or to
put it another way: for reaching a given goal fast). However, the reward function
may be extended to enforce a specific behavior concerning traffic rules or driving
efficiency. For example the car may be punished for driving on the left lane, for
lane-changes, for acceleration etc. Very complex reward functions are possible if
they are needed, without producing too much overhead.
At the moment, the problem is only described for situations containing two-lane
roads and only a small number of cars. More complex problems may not be ef-
ficiently solvable unless a couple of further optimizations are done (cp. [Kla11]
for more information concerning the complexity of this basic car problem and
some results gained with an implementation of this problem. So far the prob-
lem has only been tested using discrete-state POMDPs - testing it with the use of
continuous-state POMPDs (e.g. with the one described in this thesis) will be part
of future work). Figure 5.1 describes one aspect of the Car Problem graphically
- a fast autonomous car is approaching a slow car and has to decide whether to
overtake or not.
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5.2 Evaluation

5.1.2 Cliff-Problem

The cliff problem is a simple problem which has been implemented for debugging
and evaluation purposes. It contains an one-dimensional state-space defining the
position of a subject (i.e. robot, car). This state space represents a cliff (currently
situated at position 10m), at which the robot falls into death. There are a total
of three actions provided for the robot: (1) Stay at the current place, (2) move to
the left or (3) to the right (with moving to the right meaning moving nearer to
the cliff). Obviously, the robot cannot move anymore after falling down the cliff.
The transition and the observation model are noisy representations of the respec-
tive functions, represented by Gaussians with arbitrary variance.
The reward model is defined as follows:

R(s) =

{
max(x, 0), x <= 10
0, x > 10

.

The robot receives a higher reward, the nearer it is situated to the cliff. Once it has
fallen off the cliff, it receives a reward of 0, which can be seen from figure 5.2(b).

5.1.3 Door-Problem

This last Problem has been implemented, based on Porta et al.’s description in
[PVSP06] and has been adapted to the system described in this paper.
The robot has to find the correct door out of four doors (i.e. the second one
from the right side) and enter it (see figure 5.3(a) for a graphical description of
this problem). It is rewarded with a high reward for entering the correct door
(R(s, a) = 1.2), receives a smaller reward (R(s, a) = 0.8) for entering the wrong
door and a standard reward of R(s, a) = 1 for moving within the room. Finally
it is punished with a reward R(s, a) = 0 for trying to move beyond the leftmost
or the rightmost wall.
Again, the transition and the observation model are represented by Gaussians
with arbitrary variance.

5.2 Evaluation

5.2.1 Behavior

Figure 5.4 shows an example for the behavior of the robot using a policy computed
with the presented system and the Cliff-Problem for evaluation.

The figures 5.4(a) through 5.4(g) show a reasonable behavior: At the very
beginning, the distance to the cliff is big enough to make a step to the right
(one step equals 2m). Afterwards the robot stops until the estimation of the real
position becomes better (in figure 5.4(d)) and making another step to the right
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(a) Graphical description of the Cliff-Situation

(b) Reward-function for the Cliff-Problem

Figure 5.2: Graphical description of the Cliff-Problem (a) and of the reward func-
tion for the Cliff-Problem (b).
In both graphs, the x-axis is identical with the movement axis of the
robot. The first one shows the topology of the cliff, the second one
the gained reward for each for each state on the y-axis.

is safe enough. Afterwards it keeps position again until the estimation of the real
position improved enough (in figure 5.4(g)).

5.2.2 Model Approximation/Filtering

Although the approximation of continuous states by particles did not show im-
portant problems by now, there is still improvement possible. The approximation
of continuous real states by particles could of course be improved by using more
particles - which would again decrease performance. Performance and approxi-
mation are a trade-off which is quite difficult to handle. One improvement to this
problem is maybe an on-line (during run-time) adjustment of the particle number.
This adjustment needs a measurement of how good a belief is represented by the
existing particle set and may provide a mean to find the optimal particle number,
reducing the representation error where necessary but still be performance-aware.
Maybe some regions must be approximated well, while a bigger error is allowed
in others.
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5.2 Evaluation

(a) Graphical description of the Door-Problem [PVSP06]

(b) Reward function for the Door-Problem. The red graph shows the reward function
for the action ”Enter Door” and the blue one for the actions ”Move Left/Move Right”.

Figure 5.3: Simplified graphical description of the situation in the Door-Problem
(a) and of the reward function for this problem (b). The x-axis shows
the movement axis of the robot in both graphs. The y-axis in graph
(b) shows the reward given to the robot. In (b) the red graph shows
the reward for the action ”Enter Door”and the blue one for the actions
”Move Left/Move Right”.

5.2.3 Value-Function Approximation

Although during this thesis huge improvements regarding value function approx-
imation have been made, the upper bound representation is still not converging
as expected. Figure 5.5 shows, that the upper bound converges very slowly and
improvements are small. This might be a problem of the open adaptive state
space. However, single long runs of the solver (as in figure 5.5) indicate, that
the upper bound converges better the more backups have been made. It may be
possible, that it converges even better, once the number of components (i.e. the
size of the decision tree) converges and approximates the real state-space well.
The value computation for the upper bound should be examined again, in order
to improve collaboration of the upper bound with the heavily changing adaptive
state-space.
Moreover it is eligible to be able to evaluate the upper bound for single particles,
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(a) Step 0. Chosen action: move right. (b) Step 1. Chosen action: don’t move.

(c) Step 2. Chosen action: don’t move. (d) Step 3. Chosen action: move right.

(e) Step 4. Chosen action: don’t move. (f) Step 5. Chosen action: don’t move.

Figure 5.4: Behavior of the robot in the Cliff-Problem, starting from a initial
belief equidistantly covering the range 2m - 7m. The x-axis in each
subfigure shows the position of the robot. The y-axis shows either the
value of the alpha-function (scaled by 1/100) or the belief distribution
or the weight of the single particles. The red graphs show the best
alpha-function for the given belief. The belief is shown by the black
particles and estimated as a Gaussian by the orange graph.

which is not possible using the current representation. This is another aspect,
which should be considered when thinking about the representation. However,
evaluating the upper bound on particle level enforces a linear but still conserva-
tive representation. It is questionable whether such a representation exists.
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5.2 Evaluation

(g) Step 45. Chosen action: move right.

Figure 5.4: Behavior of the robot in the Cliff-Problem, starting from a initial
belief equidistantly covering the range 2m - 7m. The x-axis in each
subfigure shows the position of the robot. The y-axis shows either the
value of the alpha-function (scaled by 1/100) or the belief distribution
or the weight of the single particles. The red graphs show the best
alpha-function for the given belief. The belief is shown by the black
particles and estimated as a Gaussian by the orange graph.

On the other hand it is not even sure, whether the convergence of the upper bound
is a problem at all. Basically, the upper bound is needed to control the sampling
algorithm, small improvements may well be enough for this task. More research
on this question is needed.

The alpha-functions-based representation for the lower bound, on the other
side, converges as expected - however functions without unnecessary gaps (the
gaps which can e.g. be seen in figure 5.4(b) are due to overfitting and thus unnec-
essary, depending on the reward function there may be gaps, which are necessary
to approximate the value function well) are desirable. This is again a problem of
approximation. Other solutions, which may better approximate alpha-functions
should be examined.
Parts of this problem are moreover induced by the shared representation of dis-
crete states. Refining the state space based on one single belief and minimizing
the representation error for this belief does obviously not result in an optimal
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Figure 5.5: Development of upper and lower bound value during backup of the
Cliff-Problem. The x-axis shows the number of backups performed
and the y-axis shows the value. The upper plot represents the upper
bound and the other one the lower bound.

representation for all beliefs. Some of them may be approximated suboptimal
some may be overfitted.

5.2.4 Approximation of Discrete States

Figure 5.6 shows the approximation of discrete states for the Cliff-Problem after
2, 22, and 3526 backup steps. The evaluation has been recorded with a initial
belief covering the range 2m - 12m. The grey vertical lines represent the splits,
which have been applied until the respective backup step.
Figure 5.6(a) shows, that the cliff has been detected very early because the rewards
to the left and the right of the cliff are differing heavily. Moreover, 2m (which is
exactly the distance for one movement step) to the left of the cliff there is another
early split. This split is a propagation of the first split - moving to the right from
7.9m or from 8.1m makes a huge difference, ending up near to the cliff or falling
down the cliff.
The following figures show an ongoing propagation of these splits to the left.
Additionally figure 5.6(c) shows a concentration of splits around the cliff. These
many splits result from the transition and observation uncertainty and are again
propagated 2m, 4m and 6m to the left.
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(a) Backup Step 2 applied on belief 0.

(b) Backup Step 22 applied on belief 0.

(c) Backup Step 3526 applied on belief 0.

Figure 5.6: Graph showing the splits applied on the discrete state-space as vertical
lines.
The particles and their backupped values are also shown (in black
the value of the successive belief, in green the backupped value after
discounting and adding the reward).
The horizontal green and blue lines show the expected lower bound
value and upper bound value respectively.
The old and the newly backupped alpha-vector for the belief are shown
in purple and red, respectively.
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6 Conclusion

The previous chapters describe the way towards a continuous-state POMDP-
based decision making system for cognitive cars, based on insights gained during
the work on MDP-based planners.
Research on POMDP based planners is meant to solve problems of traditional
decision making approaches and provide means for more generalizing decision
making systems. POMDPs are a powerful tool to handle uncertain observations
due to noisy sensors and partial observability (e.g. in case traffic participants
can not be seen due to occlusion, see figure 1.3 for an example). Additionally
POMDPs are able to handle stochasticity concerning the behavior of other traffic
participants. Due to their probability-based nature, they can abstract from spe-
cific traffic situations. Continuous-state POMDPs are able to represent arbitrary
and complex environments.

The presented framework can moreover combine planning in continuous states
under uncertainty and adaptive, problem specific discretization of the state-space
in one step. This is necessary because computing in continuous space is computa-
tionally complex and applying an equidistant discretization is not appropriate for
every situation. Research made during the work on discrete MDP-based solutions
in [Kla11] and section 4.1 shows, that such a problem-specific discretization is rea-
sonable and splitting the state-space based on the value is possible and works out
well.

However the basic problem stays the same as for all other (continuous-state)
POMDP-based planners: Computational complexity. The current implementa-
tion of the approach presented in this thesis is expected to be too complex to be
used with a complex problem like the Car-Problem with many cars and arbitrary
roads.
Section 6.1 gives an overview on some possible solutions to the performance prob-
lems and on some other open questions and future work which has to be done
on the way to a working decision making system for cognitive cars based on
continuous-state POMDPs.

Besides all problems and the complexity mentioned above, first results indicate
that continuous POMDPs may well be a powerful tool for decision making in
cognitive cars. Continuous-state POMDPs are able to solve many of the problems
for decision making systems mentioned before. A working POMDP-based planer,
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computing policies for comparable simple situations in advance or combining ex
ante computations and run-time computations, may be possible in near future.
However, the way to a real-time solution solving complex problems during run-
time is still a long one and will need a huge amount of additional work.

6.1 Future Work

On the way to a POMDP-based decision making system for cognitive cars, there
is still a lot of work to do. As described before, there are a couple of problems
which have to be solved to make this system capable of handling complex situa-
tions that may occur in real world environments.

6.1.1 Performance-Approximation Trade-Off

Obviously, the basic problems of the system described before are the performance
of the solver (which is an inherent problem of POMDP-based systems), which
is still improvable and the approximation of continuous real states by particles.
Optimizing both is a trade-off which is difficult to handle.
Some ideas to improve approximation are described in section 5.2.2. The perfor-
mance could, on the other hand, be improved with a more efficient programming
style. However this won’t be enough and other improvements are necessary.

There are many possibilities to improve the performance of the system: For
example deleting and ignoring states which are not important anymore, because
they have proven to be only part of beliefs in suboptimal policies, may help to
improve the size of beliefs and thus, improve performance of the system. Another
possibility is to delete subtrees of the belief tree which have been proven to be
suboptimal, reducing the number of beliefs and reducing the number of unneces-
sary backups.
Besides the number of particles (see section 5.2.2 on this question), the number
of components or nodes in the decision tree is another parameter from which per-
formance suffers. In order to improve performance, one wishes to reduce their
number to a minimum without making a too big representation error. Thus, cur-
rent work aims to find a representation for this error (and all other errors in the
system) and an algorithm to find an appropriate target error. Once this target
error is found, it could not only be used to handle the size of the decision tree,
but also dynamically adapt the particle number.
In addition to the belief tree pruning mentioned above, a working alpha-plane
and belief-value-pair pruning, which deletes unnecessary, dominated alpha-planes
and belief-value-pairs is another method to improve performance.
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6 Conclusion

6.1.2 Modeling the Car-Problem as a Continuous-State
POMDP

An open question concerning the models is, the action space. The model of com-
pound actions, which is being used in the Car-Problem, is suboptimal. Currently
there is for example no possibility to decide to brake during a lane change. This
decision has to be made at the beginning of the lane change. Presumably, a more
sophisticated (but still discrete) action model would be helpful, in order to han-
dle real-world situations. The possibilities of a continuous action model should
moreover be examined, modifing the current action model to represent continuous
actions should be possible without big effort.
Moreover the observation model has to be extended by sensor simulation in or-
der to obtain a more realistic and POMDP-based modeling of observations. The
reward model, which has been presented before, is still very simple and shall be
extended in future work in order to handle all important traffic rules.
Concerning the models, there is another task for the future: Adapting the Car-
Problem and its models to the continuous solver, the DBN-interface has been
changed since the approach presented in section 4.1 and the problem has not
been adapted until now. Afterwards the continuous approaches should be tested
and evaluated with the Car-Problem in order to find a better estimation of the
problems and chances of a continuous-state POMDP-based planner for cognitive
cars.

6.1.3 Value-Function Approximation and Representation

More work for future research is to be done on the topic of value-function rep-
resentation and considering the approximation of the lower bound. Section 5.2.3
outlines the main points concerning problems and possible improvements with
value-function approximation and representation.

6.1.4 Framework

In future development, the presented framework shall be able to solve arbitrary
POMDP-problems. These problems must then be defined in Dynamic Bayesian
Network, according to given specifications. The framework will take these DBNs
and extract all necessary information.

6.1.5 Real-Time Capability

Finally the ultimate goal is to develop a real-time solver which is capable to handle
real-time situations instead of the ex ante calculation of policies the solution
described in chapter 4 does. Although the current approaches could theoretically
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6.1 Future Work

be applied to all traffic situations, the computation of policies, which are able to
handle complex situations appearing in urban traffic, in advance, is expected to
exceed the resource capacities at hand. Hence, ex ante planning is only possible
for a subset of traffic situations.
However, as mentioned before, all of the above questions have to be solved before
this ultimate goal is reachable. A first step towards a real-time planner is a
combination of ex ante computation of policies and an run-time modifications of
these policies in order to match the situation at hand. This system will be part
of research in near future.
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7 German Summary

Die vorliegende Diplomarbeit beschäftigt sich mit den Möglichkeiten zur Nut-
zung und mit der Implementierung von kontinuierlichen POMDPs (engl: Parti-
ally Observable Markov Decision Processes, teilweise beobachtbare Markow’sche
Entscheidungsprozesse) als Planungssysteme in kognitiven Automobilen.
Die Entscheidungsfindung stellt für autonome Fahrzeuge eine zentrale (neben vie-
len anderen) Aufgabe dar. Es geht in diesem Fall darum, eine Aktionswahl auf
der Ebene von Spurwechseln und Beschleunigungs- bzw. Bremsmanövern zu tref-
fen. Traditionelle Ansätze verwenden dafür häufig endliche Automaten oder ver-
gleichbare Verfahren. Diese sind allerdings nicht in der Lage alle möglicherweise
auftretenden Verkehrssituationen ohne explizite Modellierung zu handhaben. Die
Planung mittels POMDP-basierter Modelle ermöglicht zudem die Betrachtung
mehrere Zukunftsschritte. Oftmals führen Entscheidungen welche zu einem be-
stimmten Zeitpunkt getroffen werden erst einige Zeitschritte später zu besonders
guten oder besonders schlechten Ergebnissen.
Außerdem gilt es bei der Entscheidungsfindung diverse weitere Probleme zu lö-
sen, für die sich POMDPs besser eignen als die bekannten Verfahren: Zum einen
ist dies die teilweise Bobachtbarkeit und die Unsicherheit der Beobachtung. We-
der liegen sichere Sensordaten vor, noch können alle Vorgänge in der Umgebung
von Fahrzeugen jederzeit von den Sensoren eingefangen werden. Durch die Wahr-
scheinlichkeitstheoretische Betrachtung können POMDPs damit umgehen. Auch
mit dem unbekannten und stochastischen Verhalten anderer Verkehrsteilnehmer
kann ein auf Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie basierendes System besser umgehen, als
dies traditionelle Techniken beherrschen. Außerdem gelingt es POMDPs von kon-
kreten Situationen zu abstrahieren und dadurch ist es möglich besser generalisie-
rende Systeme zu bauen.
Ein weiteres Problem stellt die Darstellung der dynamischen und hochgradig
komplexen, kontinuierlichen Umwelt dar, in der sich autonome Fahrzeuge übli-
cherweise bewegen. Im Gegensatz zu Servicerobotern, bei denen die Nutzung von
POMDPs schon länger erforscht wird, verändert sich die Umwelt von kognitiven
Fahrzeugen nicht hauptsächlich durch die Eigenbewegung sondern vor allem auch
durch die Bewegung anderer Verkehrsteilnehmer.
Eine äquidistante Diskretisierung des Zustandsraums, wie sie bei der Nutzung von
diskreten POMDPs nötig wäre, ist nicht in allen Situationen in der Lage diese
Umwelt ausreichend abzubilden. Je nach Situation, könne grobe Diskretisierun-
gen ausreichend sein oder sehr feine Diskretisierungen nötig sein. Kontinuierliche
POMDPs sind in der Lage diese Umwelt besser darzustellen als diskrete Dar-
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stellungen dies können. Andererseits ist das exakte Lösen von kontinuierlichen
POMDPs mit derzeitigen Algorithmen in der Regel nicht berechenbar. Stattdes-
sen werden approximative Lösungen zur Darstellung und Berechnung kontinuier-
licher POMDPs benötigt.
Der in dieser Arbeit vorgestellte Ansatz verbindet kontinuierliche und diskrete
Darstellungen mittels einer problemspezifischen, dynamisch anpassbaren Diskre-
tisierung. Während des Planungsprozesses wird der Zustandsraum basierend auf
dem berechneten Value in diskrete Zustände aufgesplittet. Bereits während frühe-
ren Untersuchungen mit diskreten, MDP-basierten Planern (siehe [Kla11]) und in
Abschnitt 4.1 wurde klar, dass das Aufteilen des Zustandsraumes basierend auf
Valuewerten geeignet ist, die Darstellung des Zustandsraumes sehr gut auf die
jeweilige Situation anzupassen. Dies stellt damit außerdem eine enorme Verringe-
rung der Zustandsraumgröße und entsprechend eine Verbesserung der Performanz
des Gesamtsystems dar, damit werden mittelfristig auch komplexere Berechnun-
gen für reale Szenarien ermöglicht.

Der kontinuierliche, POMDP-basierte Planer welcher in dieser Arbeit haupt-
sächlich untersucht wird nutzt grundsätzlich den approximativen, punktbasierten
SARSOP-Algorithmus [KHL08]. Dieser wird um das Handling für den kontinu-
ierlichen Zustandsraum und die adaptive Zustandsraumdiskretisierung ergänzt.
Die Problembeschreibungen und Modelle für ein Fahrzeugproblem (abgebildet
werden zwei bis drei Fahrzeuge auf zwei Fahrspuren, Überholsituationen und Fol-
gesituationen) sowie zwei weitere einfache, eindimensionale, stochastische Pro-
bleme werden in einem Dynamischen Bayes’schen Netz formuliert. Dieses stellt
Transitions-, Observations- und Rewardmodel des POMDPs dar und übernimmt
damit Prädiktion und Messung partikelbasierter Eingabedaten sowie die partikel-
weise Berechnung der für eine Zustands-Aktionskombination erhaltenen Rewards.

Im ersten Schritt wird der kontinuierliche Zustandsraum dabei mittels gaußver-
teilten Komponenten dargestellt. Dabei werden kontinuierliche Beliefs als Gauß-
mixturen aufgefasst. Auch die kontinuierlichen Alphafunktonen lassen sich mittels
dieser Komponenten und diskreter Alphavektoren darstellen.
Das Zustands-Clustering in diesem System wird durch einen AHC-Algorithmus
(Agglomeratives Hierarchisches Clustering) durchgeführt. Basierend auf den Va-
lues der Partikel nach dem Backupschritt werden diese in Cluster eingeteilt und
entsprechend neue Zustandskomponenten erstellt.
Dabei tritt ein Problem mit der Überlappung der Gaußverteilungen auf. Zusam-
men mit dem offenen, sich vergrößernden Zustandsraum führt diese Überlappung
zu Problemen bei dem genutzten Alpha-Vektor-Backup.
Eine Projektion von Beliefs in Unterräume des Beliefs, welche von den jeweiligen
Alphavektoren abgedeckt werden, löst dieses Problem nur unter Aufgabe der Li-
nearität des Backup-Schrittes.
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7 German Summary

Um die Linearität des Backup-Schrittes zu erhalten, werden anstelle der Gauß-
komponenten disjunkte Zustände genutzt. Im Gegensatz zu dem vorigen Lösungs-
ansatz werden kontinuierliche Beliefs hier ausschließlich über Partikel dargestellt.
Die Komponenten für die diskrete Darstellung von Beliefs und Alphavektoren ent-
stehen durch das aufsplitten eines Entscheidungsbaumes, welcher den Zustands-
raum in disjunkte Teilräume aufteilt und Partikel entsprechend dieser Teilräume
in Knoten des Baumes einsortiert. Diese Knoten entsprechen dann der diskreten
Beliefdarstellung und werden auch für die Berechnung der diskreten Alphavekto-
ren eingesetzt.

Ausgehend von ersten Untersuchungen kann man erwarten, dass POMDPs prin-
zipiell ein geeignetes Mittel für die Planung bei kognitiven Automobilen darstellen
können, dennoch bleiben einige offene Fragen und noch viel Arbeit für die Zukunft.
Eines der Hauptprobleme dabei ist die Performanz der derzeitigen Implementie-
rung. Außerdem stellt auch die Konvergenz der Upper Bound für die Valuefunk-
tion noch ein ungelöstes Problem dar.
Neben der Optimierung der Performanz stellt sich auch noch die Frage der Be-
schreibung und Bewertung der entstehenden Approximationsfehler sowie eine
Möglichkeit den erlaubten Fehler einzuschätzen, um damit die Größe des Ent-
scheidungsbaumes und die Partikelanzahl adaptiv anzupassen.
Außerdem muss auch noch das Fahrzeugproblem an den kontinuierlichen Solver
angepasst und mit diesem getestet werden. Alle Evaluationen der kontinuierlichen
Ansätze wurden bislang mit den vereinfachten Problemen durchgeführt.
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